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We review recent work in interactive experimental semiotics to discuss how biases in innovation and selection during interaction lead to the cultural evolution of transparent signals.

Recent studies suggest that individuals are not good at innovating transparent signals. For example, Sulik and Lupyan (2016) show that there are large individual differences in perspective taking abilities, with most participants in communication games being poor at choosing a signal that will be easy for their partners to interpret (though there are ‘rare geniuses’). Verhoeef, Roberts, and Dingemanse (2015) found that iconic signals could take generations to emerge, even with only 4 meanings and where the stimuli were designed to have obvious iconic mappings. Tamariz et al. (2017) found that innovations are equally likely to increase or decrease iconicity. While studies such as Tamariz et al. (2014) find that transparent signals are innovated in early generations, there are large individual differences in the ability to do this (though see Ortega, Schiefner, & Ozyurek, 2017; Schouwstra & de Swart, 2014). This would make innovation random (unbiased). This is supported to some extent by cross-linguistic studies arguing that iconicity in the lexicon both increases and decreases over cultural evolutionary time (Blasi et al., 2016). Even classic examples of individual innovation of transparent signals such as ‘universal’ sentence structures of creoles have recently been called into question (Blasi et al., 2017). How, then, do transparent linguistic conventions emerge?

One answer is that interaction provides the key mechanisms. Interaction can be thought of as an independent level of cultural evolution. In the broad model of genetic evolution (Dawkins, 1982; Hull, 1980), the gene is a replicator and an organism is a vehicle that interfaces with the environment to allow the replicator to replicate. According to Croft (2000) this model also applies to language: the word or phrase is a replicator and the individual speaker is the vehicle. However, this misses out a level between the individual’s brain and the spoken phrases: turns at talk (sequences) in conversational interaction. This is highlighted in Buyn et al. (2016) which studies signers converging on a shared lexicon. They find that
frequency and transparency are good predictors of whether a form will survive, but that the type of sequence in which a form appears also matters. For example, a form produced in an explicit teaching sequence has a higher probability of surviving than a form produced in a simple statement. Several other studies also find that sequences such as repair can be loci of selection (Micklos, 2016) and can promote better communication in subsequent conversations (Mills & Redeker, 2016; Macuch Silva et al., 2017). This suggests that conversational sequences are also vehicles, at a different level to the individual speakers. The type of sequence promotes (or inhibits) the replication of the phrases within it, just as a particular type of cell within an organism influences the replication of the genes within it.

Indeed, Micklos (2017) suggests that specific interactional sequences such as other-initiated repair can transform the innovation process. If a partner does not understand, they are motivated to produce a new variant, which are often more transparent (biased innovation). That is, participants do not devote large processing effort to producing transparent signals until they encounter a communication problem, after which they do engage in more effortful perspective taking. Since people are good at recognising transparent signals (Sulik & Lupyan, 2016), once they arise they will be adopted and reproduced (Tamariz et al., 2014; Rogers & Fay, 2016).

A slightly different answer is that innovation is random, but that interaction simply provides inherent feedback about signal transparency. After negative feedback, participants innovate a new signal, which may be adopted if it is effective. Indeed, Tamariz et al. (2017) find that innovation is random but selection during interaction is biased towards adopting transparent signals.

The two possibilities could be compared experimentally or by looking at emergence dynamics. Random innovation and biased selection should exhibit punctuated equilibrium, while biased innovation should exhibit more gradual change. In either case, this would shield individuals from needing to apply perspective taking constantly, perhaps explaining the variation in perspective taking ability.
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